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BERGAMONT SENIOR TOWNHOMES CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION 
Board of Directors Meeting  

Wednesday, May 12, 2021   2:00 p.m.   260 Eagle Drive 
MINUTES 

 
 

1. Call To Order/Quorum 
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 pm. 

 
2. Proof of Meeting Notice 

The meeting was held at Unit 260 on Wednesday, May 12, 2021. In attendance were Board 
members Mike Krembs, Veronica Dushek and Jill Ellis; Bruner Management representative Tyler 
Heinzmann; and unit owners Chuck & Mary Williams, Lori Deegan, Matt & Lori Benning, Jane 
Vogel, Loretta Himmelsbach, Marcie Worzala, Doug & Bev Tucker, Richard Murray, Larry 
Jensema and Bob Battista. 
 

3. Reading & Disposal of Unapproved Minutes 
a. Approve minutes from regular meeting of April 14, 2021 

The 4/14/21 meeting minutes were approved, and will be posted to the BeST portal. 
b. Approve minutes of special meeting on April 27, 2021 

The 4/27/21 meeting minutes were approved, and will be posted to the BeST portal. 
 

4. Reports of Officers 
a. President 

i. Note Board action was taken 4/16/2021 under Section 4.17 of Bylaws (Unanimous 
Consent Without Meeting) for purpose of selecting members for Landscape Committee, 
as permitted under Section 4.1(n) of the Bylaws (Board of Directors:  Powers and Duties) 

 
b. Vice President/Treasurer 

i. Report on financial reports from April 2021 
Veronica summarized the April financial reports, and noted that owners can view the 
full reports on the BeST portal. All dues deposits are in. We have used up our credit 
with Waste Management, so future payments will go up to the full regular amount. 
Our reserves are at $8542.21. An owner asked if we can get a discount for insurance 
by paying it annually instead of monthly; Tyler will find out. 
 

c. Secretary 
No news to report. 
 

5. Reports of Committees 
a. Landscape Committee 

Mike and Jill attended initial Landscape Committee meeting to help kick things off, state 
goals, and request recommendations. 
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    The Committee reported that they interviewed all owners, and the majority consensus 
was that we should remove all dogwoods up to the tee end. A number of owners have 
volunteered to remove the dogwoods and dispose of or replant them. If we do take out 
shrubs we’ll will need to fill in dirt and add seed. This doesn’t necessarily mean the areas 
where the dogwoods were would stay blank forever. Work may have to be done in stages. 
    The Committee is still considering what to do with the cranberry bushes. It was decided 
that creating beds and relying on landscapers to tend them is probably not a good idea. 
Cranberry bushes grow more slowly than dogwoods, so moving them is not as urgent. 
     Some owners at the tee ends want dogwoods left by their units to provide privacy. Some 
of the dogwoods could also be moved to the Eagle Drive entrance. Our neighbor Matt has 
said that he would take some of them. 
     We may ask a Master Gardener to come out to give recommendations; however the 
Board wants to act quickly because waiting long to dig up dogwoods makes them harder to 
get out, and we want to do the work prior to reseeding. Building 9’s lawn will be completely 
redone; so it would be good to have the shrubs taken out beforehand.  
    The creation of our development required zoning approval, and had to meet point values 
for the plants used. Committee members talked to the Village Planner to explain our ideas. 
The Committee feels we are very close to meeting our required point values because of the 
additional trees that were planted by some owners. 
     A motion was made and seconded to follow the recommendations of the Landscape 
Committee.  The first step will be Cindy Battista contacting Digger’s Hotline before any 
digging occurs.  Motion carried. 
 

6. Unfinished Business 
a. Landscape Committee established 

i. Cindy Battista (Chair) 
ii. Lori Neumann Benning 

iii. Lori Deegan 
iv. Pam Hinz 
v. Deb Krembs 

b. Status of landscape repair by Lakestone Properties  
i. of damage caused by concrete repairs in 2020 

Chad (of Lakestone) is not sure yet who will do the repair work. He will have Robin 
Hill do it, if the cost is reasonable; if not, Lakestone themselves will do the work. 

ii. re-seeding of Building #9 
Chad says they will completely reseed and re-fertilize building 9’s lawn. They have 
been waiting for warm weather. 

iii. replacement of dead plantings  
Chad and Nate (of Robin Hill) identified some dead plantings this week. If owners 
have found that any plantings are totally missing, they should notify Chad. An owner 
asked if we could get refunded for the plants we pull out; the consensus was that 
we probably cannot. 
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c. Update on deck staining 
Stain color choices were received from all owners in buildings 5, 6 and 7, and were 
forwarded to Tyler. Staining has begun this week. An owner asked if we can get touch-up 
paint to fix spots on previously stained decks; Tyler says he has it and will bring it over. 
Building 8 and 9 will be stained in the fall. 

 
7. New Business 

a. Discuss water drainage along south property perimeter 
Buildings 8 and 7 have water concerns. One owner has water up to the bottom of his 
basement slab. Another owner’s lower-level floor is wavy, for unknown reasons. 

i. Recap of property inspection with civil engineer Scott Anderson on 4/21/2021 
The engineer was given a copy of our site plan. During the initial walk-through, the 
engineer noted that there was very little slope from buildings along the 
development’s southern edge out to Bergamont Boulevard; that were is ponding by 
Unit 276 after it rains; that a retaining wall by Building 9 is not on the plan; and the 
grading by Building 9 is 3 feet higher than it should be. He stated that it appears that 
the builder did not build or landscape in the way that the plan was approved.  
    The engineer suggested we obtain a topographic survey to have documentation 
prior to approaching the builder regarding mitigation of potential issues. We would 
need to show heights of buildings, and the harm that could be caused if they’re not 
adequate. 
 

ii. Discuss proposals for services from Snyder & Associates and MSA Professional 
Services 
    Snyder & Associates’ proposal to do a survey plus a plan for fixing the problems 
would cost $4600. We went to another firm, and their price was $4000. A third 
engineer simply said we should go back to Lakestone for remediation – but the 
concern is that they will not assume responsibility to remediate. We don’t have 
reserves enough to pay for the proposed survey or plan. The prices quoted aren’t 
even for implementation of the proposed fixes, which could be quite expensive. 
    An owner suggested bringing a Village official out to look at the issues. An 
advantage we have is that Lakestone is still building in Oregon, and will likely value 
good community relations. Water is a big issue in this Village. Mike will ask Oregon’s 
Public Works Director to walk the property. If the Village agrees that there are 
problems and the developer should be responsible, they can help to approach the 
builder. We have not yet formally told Lakestone that there’s a problem.  
    Several attendees are of the opinion that a deeper swale is unlikely to improve 
things because there is not enough pitch; they felt that a stormwater pipe is the only 
good solution. Lakestone had claimed that it would take years to get a stormwater 
pipe approved for our southern property edge; however the townhouses near us 
have plenty of storm pipes. An owner suggested that we ask engineers if French 
drains might solve the problem.  Another owner would like to have a plumber check 
his drain tile system. 
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    It is a priority to take action soon, before the year is up from Lakestone’s hand-
over of control of our association. The Board won’t authorize payment of a civil 
engineer at this point; Board members just want to give a heads-up to owners that 
there are issues. We will hold a special meeting with all owners before authorizing 
any major extra costs. 

 
8. Future Business 

An owner asked if any decisions have been made about ice on driveways at Buildings 1 and 2. 
Lakestone will not address this issue, saying that the gutters meet code. For now, the Board 
recommends salt sprinkling. 
    An owner asked if we should consider sealing driveways. We have received an estimate that it 
would cost $6000-$7000 to do the whole complex. 
 

9. Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was passed at 3:04 pm. 


